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Outline
 Flavors of monitoring in conservation

 Dynamic decision making and
adaptive management

 Using Integrated Population Models
to inform decisions and to evaluate
monitoring protocols
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Flavors of monitoring
 Surveillance or omnibus monitoring

 To provide information potentially useful for science
or conservation decision-making

 Science-focused monitoring
 To discriminate among competing hypotheses (learn)

 Decision-focused monitoring
 To inform state-dependent decisions and track performance

 Adaptive management
 To inform state-dependent decisions and track performance
 To discriminate among competing hypotheses (learn)
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A critique of surveillance monitoring
 Typically used as part of a 2-step process

 Detect a problem (e.g., population decline)
 Followed by remedial action or more study

 Often justified as needed to detect “unknown unknowns”
or “black swans” (unforeseen changes in ecological systems)

 Issues:
 Detection dependent on precision of monitoring;

focus often on Type I rather than Type II error
 Often ineffective at identifying the cause(s) of the problem
 Time lag between detection of problem and action (inefficient)
 Little guidance concerning how limited monitoring resources are best allocated
 Not necessarily better at detecting black swans than more targeted monitoring
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Science-focused monitoring
 Goal: to discriminate among alternative hypotheses; e.g.,

 Agricultural damage is related to population size in geese
 Survival rate differs between males and females

 Performance reflects study design
 Power analysis: probability of rejecting when it is false

 In ecology, often involve retrospective or observational studies
 A reliance on natural variation to provide sufficient contrast
 Experimental designs more powerful
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Decision-focused monitoring
 Goal: to achieve conservation objectives

 Relies on specification of:
 Unambiguous conservation objectives
 A set of alternative conservation actions
 A model that predicts the effects of those actions in terms that are relevant to the 

objectives (i.e., models must be tailored to the decision context)

 Monitoring permits state-dependent decisions, tracking of performance, and 
learning
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Integrated Population Models (IPMs)
 Use of multiple data sources to simultaneously estimate trajectories of 

population size and demographic parameters

 Leverages population counts to inform demographic parameters and 
demographic information to inform population trajectories

 A synthetic approach to modeling that:
 Provides better precision of estimates
 Properly propagates sources of sampling error
 Provides estimates of latent (unobserved) parameters of interest 
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IPMs
 Usually constructed in a Bayesian framework, which:

 Is less restrictive than a maximum likelihood approach
 Permits the use of prior knowledge about model parameters (e.g., from similar species)
 Provides a natural platform for adaptation as monitoring data are accumulated

 Necessary components
 At least one set of population counts (or estimates) and one source of demographic 

information
 A hypothesized model of population dynamics (e.g., a logistic model)
 The likelihood of each data set given that model
 Prior distributions for all unknown model parameters
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A simple IPM
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More complexity
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Parting thoughts
 Monitoring supports management decision-making by:

 providing for state-dependent actions
 tracking performance
 reducing uncertainty about population dynamics

 IPMs are currently the gold standard of population modeling, with many 
advantages over analyzing various data sources independently
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IPMs can also help evaluate monitoring programs; more on this later…


